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“One general law, leading to the advancement of all organic beings, namely, multiply, vary, let the
strongest live and the weakest die.”

1 Abstract

Insecticide resistance is defined as “a heritable change in the sensitivity of a pest population that is
reflected in the repeated failure of a product to achieve the expected level of control when used according
to the label recommendation for that pest species.”5 Pesticide resistance has many averse effects on the
environment, agriculture, and economy. In this study, we looked at ways to decrease the rate at which
pesticide resistance development through mimicking different insect control methods. We found that
increasing the insects’ death rate from non-insecticidal causes (µ) and decreasing the death rate due
to insecticide (δ) will increase the amount of time until the resistant population becomes the dominant
population within the environment.

2 Introduction

The first publication on insecticide resistance was published by A.L. Melander in the year 1914. He
published an article called “Can Insects Become Resistant to Sprays,” in the Journal of Economic
Entomology. Since then, the idea of insecticide resistance has been proven and become much more
prevalent in how farmers and other agriculturist make decisions. In 1984, the Insecticide Resistance
Action Committee (IRAC) was founded to help determine ways to prevent and delay the development
of resistance in insect and mite pests, and prolong the effectiveness of insecticides.3 Today, insecticide
resistance is a problem many places face. As of 2015, over 500 insect species have become resistant to
over 300 insecticides and multiple genetically engineered plants.

Insecticide resistance is defined as “a heritable change in the sensitivity of a pest population that
is reflected in the repeated failure of a product to achieve the expected level of control when used
according to the label recommendation for that pest species.”5 Insecticide resistance can begin by the
random mutation of a phenotype which gives the insect an increased resistance to the insecticide in
use.2 Whenever the pesticide is sprayed, the resistant pests survive while the non-resistant died. This
increases the proportion of resistant genotypes in the population.

Pesticide resistance has many averse effects on the environment, agriculture, economy, and even human
health. Since pesticide resistance, leads to unwanted increase of the pest, farmers have a tendency to
put more, different pesticide on the plants in order to effectively kill the different insects. This has lead
to a pollution of various water, air, and soil ecosystems. The additional use has been linked with several
human illnesses, both acute and chronic.3 Economically, pesticide resistant can lead to decreased crop
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yield, which can cause individual farmers to go out of business, local sources lacking the same access to
the amount of food as needed and food scarcity. While we are studying pests that affect crop production,
in instances where mosquitoes develop resistance to pesticides, there has been an increase in malaria
and other blood-born disease among a population.

Currently there are different methods thought to reduce the development of population-wide pesticide
resistance. Some examples of these include refuge planting, decreasing application frequency, and non-
chemical control methods, such as natural predators or physical removal of the insect. In this study,
we will be grouping these methods into two main groups: methods that effect insecticidal death rate,
and methods that effect non-insecticidal death rate. For our project, we will create a simulation which
models the insect population and examine the effect of implementing the two types of control methods
described previously.

3 Model Development

While constructing a compartment model that represents an insect’s environment with a combination
of resistant and non-resistant individuals who experience some type insecticide application, several
assumptions were made about the insect populations’, environment, and genotypes to help us create the
most accurate model.

In an effort to model the insect population over many generations, we decided to take sexual reproduction
and the diploid nature of eukaryotes into account. Mutations can happen spontaneously and if they
occur in germ-line cells, then they can be shared with the offspring. We decided to assume that there
were two possible alleles that an individual could carry. The wild-type allele (B) and the mutated allele
(b). A mutation can be dominant, recessive, or even co-dominant in the heterozygous individual. In
practice, the resistance mutations tends to be recessive, meaning heterozygous individuals do not have
conferred immunity1.

Therefore, we were able to divide our insects into three populations: the homozygous wild-type insects
(BB) who are susceptible to the insecticide, the heterozygous insects (Bb) who are also susceptible, and
the homozygous mutant insects (bb) who have a resistance to the insecticide. For the model, we assume
that there already exists a small number of individuals who already carry the mutant allele. By the
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, we would expect for the mutated allele to continue to remain rare in the
population. However, in the presence of a selective pressure, the allele should become more common.

Furthermore, we assume that insects are not making a significant impact in the overall crop yield. This
allows us to view the insect’s food source and the farmer’s yield as unchanging, and for this reason we
will not represent it in the model.

As mentioned above, insects reproduce sexually, meaning it takes two individuals to create an offspring.
In order to model this, we make the following assumptions: (1) the rate at which individuals meet is
proportional to the product of their respective abundance and (2) the sex ratio is constant and evenly
distributed throughout the population. This means that for populations A and B, the rate at which
they encounter each other is A×B.
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Individuals of every genotype can reproduce with an insect of any other genotype. To see the exact
proportion of individuals produced from each cross, it is beneficial to look at the Punnet squares:

Cross
Wild-type Heterozygote Resistant
B B B b b b

Wild-type
B BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb
B BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb

Heterozygote
B BB BB BB Bb Bb Bb
b Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb

Resistant
b Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb
b Bb Bb Bb bb bb bb

Table 1: Punnet square for all possible genotypic mating combinations.

Let W be the wild-type (BB) population, H be the heterozygous (Bb) population, and R be the
resistant (bb) population. Considering all three populations share the same environment; therefore, the
same resources, we will model reproduction using a logistic growth rate. The expression for this is
r(1 − N

K
), where N = W + H + R is the total population, r is the birth rate, and K is the carrying

capacity, or the maximum number of individuals the environment can successfully support. This will be
multiplied by the rate at which each genotype is produced as found using the Punnet squares. Combining
these assumptions, our birth rates are:

Wbirth rate = r(1 − N

K
)(W 2 +WH + 0.25H2)

Hbirth rate = r(1 − N

K
)(2WR +WH +HR + 0.5H2)

Rbirth rate = r(1 − N

K
)(R2 +HR + 0.25H2)

Next, we need to consider death rates. We will assume that all insects die at the constant rate µ
from non-pesticidal causes, such as old age or predation. Additionally, if an individual is susceptible to
insecticide (wild-type or heterozygous), they will also die at the constant rate δ from the insecticide.
Therefore, we can write our death rate for each genotype as:

Wdeath rate = (µ+ δ)W

Hdeath rate = (µ+ δ)H

Rdeath rate = µR

To represent our logistic growth rate we list the term r(1 − N
K

) = α. Taking into account all three
populations, reproductive rates between populations, and their respective genomes, we are able to come
up with a system of ordinary differential equations to represent our model. In the model, W ′ represents
the wild-type population’s growth rate, H ′ represents the heterozygous population’s growth rate, and
R′ represents the resistant population’s growth rate. We model their birth rates logistically and their
death rates as constants, all while taking into account the likelihood of them passing on the resistant
gene.

W ′ = α(W 2 +WH + 0.25H2) − (µ+ δ)W
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H ′ = α(2WR +WH +HR + 0.5H2) − (µ+ δ)H

R′ = α(R2 +HR + 0.25H2) − µR

Next, we can represent this system with a compartment model (see Figure 1). Each compartment
remains isolated from the others and none of them have individuals transferring between compartments.
This is unlike other models we have seen before (the standard SIRS and SEIRS models) where there are
individuals moving between compartments. This is because none of the individuals are able to change
their respective genomes within their life span. A wild-type insect cannot be born with the genome BB,
then change their genome to Bb and move into the heterozygote compartment within the same lifespan.
Individuals will be born and will die within the same compartment. In each compartment, we have
our logistic birth terms representing individuals being born into that specific insect population. Each
compartment also has a constant death term. While all compartments have a death term, the resistant
individuals do not have a δR term because the resistant individuals are not dying from the insecticides.
Resistant individuals only from natural causes.

𝛼(𝑅2 + 𝑅𝐻
+ .25𝐻2)

𝛼(𝑊2 +𝑊𝐻
+ .25𝐻2)

μR
μH μW

𝛼(2𝑊𝑅 +𝑊𝐻
+ 𝐻𝑅 + .5𝐻2)

δH δW

Figure 1: Compartment Model of Insect Genotypes

We want to study the effects of differing pest-management strategies on the evolution of resistance.
We will group these strategies into two categories. The first group includes strategies which affect the
death rate from the insecticide. In our model, this is the variable δ. Some examples of these are refuge
planting and a reduction in pesticide application. The second group includes strategies which affect the
death rate from non-insecticidal sources. In our model, this is the variable µ. Some ways this could be
done include introducing natural predators and physical removal of insects.

Using our model, we will analyze how increasing or decreasing these two death rates, µ and δ, affects
the amount of time it takes for resistance to build up in the population.
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4 Simulation

We created our first simulation using NetLogo. Agents, representing insects, move around the envi-
ronment, reproducing and dying randomly. Members of different groups are distinguished by different
colors. Our code for this program can be found in the appendix.

Figure 2: One run of our NetLogo simulation in which the resistant population becomes dominant.

In the above figure, the resistant genotype becomes completely dominant in the population by the end.
However, it is interesting to note that this was not the case in all of the simulations we ran. Instead,
there would be cases where the heterozygous and resistant populations completely died out, leaving only
the wild-type individuals. Since the initial resistant population is so small, and death and reproduction
occur randomly, it is entirely possible that the resistance allele-carrying individuals could die out before
building up in the population.

Figure 3: A second run, with the same parameters, in which the resistant population dies out.

Although this is an entirely possible phenomenon, it would make it harder for us to study the parameters
we wanted to. For this reason, we decided to also simulate our model using MATLAB. For the MATLAB
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simulation, we used the system of differential equations from our model and an ODE solver to graph
it. For the values of W , H, and R, we use percentages to represent their respective abundance in the
total population. There are variables for each of the different parameters: carrying capacity, birth rate,
insecticidal-death rate, and non-insecticidal-death rate. Again, we include our code for this program in
the appendix.

5 Analysis

The two main variables that we are looking at are, δ, the death rate due to insecticide and µ, the
insects’ death rate from non-insecticidal causes, like old age or predation. The variable δ only effects the
heterozygote and the wild-type population. The variable µ effects members of the population. There is
much variety in the intrinsic birth and death rates of different insect species, so for our simulations, we
make the assumption that 0.1 is the initial birth rate (r) and 0.01 is the natural death rate (δ and µ).
Insects tend to reproduce at very high rates, so it made sense for our us to choose a much larger birth
rate in our model.

5.1 Delta

The first parameter that we will examine is δ, the insecticidal-death rate. A farmer can increase or
decrease this value through a variety of methods. Using different percentages of refuge planting would
increase or decrease the number of crops that are treated with insecticide, thus increasing or decreasing
the chance of a susceptible individual dying from the insecticide. Similarly, changing the frequency of
insecticide application used overall would change the amount of insecticide-caused deaths. To see the
effects of changing this, we fixed µ and created graphs for several different values of δ.
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Figure 4: Graphs depicting the effect of changing the δ parameter. From left to right, the values of δ
are 0.008, 0.010, 0.012, and 0.014. The value of r and µ are set to 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.

In the above graphs, we can see that the time it takes for the resistant population to be dominant takes
less time as δ increases. Even so, we still wanted specific insight into the effect of changing δ. To do
this, we plotted δ values against the time it takes for 50% of the population to be resistant.

Figure 5: The amount of time it takes for 50% of the population to be resistant for different value of δ.

From this graph, we can confirm that there is a negative correlation between delta and the time until
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resistance. The relationship appears to have negatively exponential shape. This shows that as changing
delta can have larger or smaller effects depending on how large or small the initial value is. Furthermore,
this negative relationship makes sense biologically: decreasing the fitness of the susceptible individuals
will increase the rate at which natural selection and evolution occur.

5.2 Mu

The next parameter we wanted to study was µ. This variable corresponds to the non-insecticidal death
rate of insects. Insects will have an intrinsic death rate based on their life span and predation. However,
a farmer could potentially increase this value though different non-insecticidal control methods. Some
examples of this are physical removal of the bug from the crop and introducing additional natural
predators.

Figure 6: Graphs depicting the effect of changing the µ parameter. From left to right, the values of µ
are 0.008, 0.010, 0.012, and 0.014. The value of r and δ are set to 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.

From the graphs, it appears that increasing µ tends to increase the amount of time until the resistant
population becomes dominant. Again, we wanted to get more specific data, so we graphed the amount
of time it takes for 50% of the population to be resistant.
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Figure 7: The amount of time it takes for 50% of the population to be resistant for different value of µ.

From this, we can see that there is indeed a positive correlation between delta and time until resistance.
Furthermore, the correlation appears to be roughly linear, although the slope begins to decrease slightly
as mu increases. This result makes sense biologically, because we are increasing an individuals of death
by other causes, which results in a decrease in the proportional amount of selective pressure from the
insecticide.

5.3 Discussion

Through our models, we have been able to come to two main conclusions:

1. Decreasing the insecticidal-death rate increases the amount of time it takes for resistance to build
up in the population, and

2. Increasing the non-insecticidal-death rate increases the amount of time it takes for resistance to
build up in the population.

However, we have to also consider how useful this information is to the farmer. While the possibility of
insecticide resistance is bad, so is the crop damage and loss that farmer may be currently experiencing.
For this reason, while using more refuge planting or decreasing application frequency may have benefits
in the long term, it also has many short-term consequences.

We have discussed ways to slow insecticide resistance, but our model never explicitly suggests a way to
prevent it entirely. In all of our simulations, even if you make the insecticide death rate very small, the
population always becomes fully resistant given enough time. This is demonstrative of the strength and
persistence of evolution - even a small selective force can end up having a major effect over long periods
of time - but it is not necessarily good in the short-term for us as humans.

We would like to propose a potential solution to this issue. While our model doesn’t allow for farmers
to vary the values of δ or µ during different seasons, this is certainly a possibility in the real-world. A
farmer can increase or decrease the amount of insecticidal or non-insecticidal control they use in a given
year, or during even small time spans.
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Furthermore, in our NetLogo model especially, we can see that it is possible for the resistant population
to stay small for long periods of time before eventually exploding and quickly becoming dominant. If
a farmer is vigilant in monitoring the effectiveness of the pesticide, then they can continue to use it
until they notice it becoming less effective. At this point, it would be beneficial to decrease insecticide
use and take care of the resistant population before they explode. This method would allow farmers to
continue using the insecticide while decreasing the chance of a population-wide resistance developing.

6 Conclusion

We were able to create a model which allowed us to simulate the possible of effects of implementing
and adjusting different pest management strategies. Using this information and simulation model there
are multiple different avenues of future studies that could be explored. One is potentially the most
useful, using our current model as the basis, would be to add on crop parameters and explore the effects
of insecticide use and crop yield. This would be beneficial because farmers primary goal is to have a
successful crop yield for each season. This would allow us to compare the cost of risking an outbreak of
resistant individuals and the cost of a decreased crop yield. It may also help to find a balance between
these two competing interests and propose a more tangible solution for farmers.
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8 Appendix

• NetLogo This code was used for our NetLogo simulation.

breed [ insects insect ]

insects-own [

wild-type?

hetero?

resistant?

]

globals [

%resistant

%wild-type

%hetero

reproduction-rate

]

to setup

clear-all

setup-insects

reset-ticks

end

to setup-insects

create-insects number-insects

[ setxy random-xcor random-ycor

set resistant? false

set hetero? false

set wild-type? true

set shape "circle"

set size 1 ]

ask n-of initial-resistant insects

[ set resistant? true

set hetero? false

set wild-type? false ]

update-global-variables

update-display

end

to go

ask insects [

move

if resistant? [resistant-reproduce]

if hetero? [hetero-reproduce]

if wild-type? [wild-type-reproduce]

death

if (wild-type?) or (hetero?) [insecticide-death]
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]

update-global-variables

update-display

tick

end

to move

rt random 100

lt random 100

fd 0.1

end

to resistant-reproduce

let repro random-float 1

if repro < reproduction-rate [

let offspring random-float 100

(ifelse

offspring < %resistant [

resistant-resistant

]

offspring < %resistant + %wild-type [

resistant-wild-type

]

[ resistant-hetero ]

)

]

end

to hetero-reproduce

let repro random-float 1

if repro < reproduction-rate [

let offspring random-float 100

(ifelse

offspring < %resistant [

resistant-hetero

]

offspring < %resistant + %wild-type [

hetero-wild-type

]

[ hetero-hetero ]

)

]

end

to wild-type-reproduce

let repro random-float 1

if repro < reproduction-rate [

let offspring random-float 100

(ifelse
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offspring < %resistant [

resistant-wild-type

]

offspring < %resistant + %wild-type [

wild-type-wild-type

]

[ hetero-wild-type ]

)

]

end

to resistant-resistant

hatch 1 [

set resistant? true

set hetero? false

set wild-type? false

]

end

to wild-type-wild-type

hatch 1 [

set wild-type? true

set resistant? false

set hetero? false

]

end

to resistant-wild-type

hatch 1 [

set hetero? true

set resistant? false

set wild-type? false

]

end

to resistant-hetero

let i random 2

if i = 0 [

hatch 1 [

set resistant? true

set hetero? false

set wild-type? false

]

]

if i = 1 [

hatch 1 [

set hetero? true

set resistant? false

set wild-type? false
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]

]

end

to hetero-wild-type

let i random 2

if i = 0 [

hatch 1 [

set wild-type? true

set resistant? false

set hetero? false

]

]

if i = 1 [

hatch 1 [

set hetero? true

set resistant? false

set wild-type? false

]

]

end

to hetero-hetero

let i random 4

if i = 0 [

hatch 1 [

set resistant? true

set hetero? false

set wild-type? false

]

]

if (i = 1) or (i = 2) [

hatch 1 [

set hetero? true

set resistant? false

set wild-type? false

]

]

if i = 3 [

hatch 1 [

set wild-type? true

set resistant? false

set hetero? false

]

]

end

to death

if random-float 1 < prob-die [
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die

]

end

to insecticide-death

if random-float 1 < prob-die-insecticide [

die

]

end

to update-global-variables

if count insects > 0 [

set %resistant (count insects with [ resistant? ] / count insects ) * 100

set %wild-type (count insects with [ wild-type? ] / count insects ) * 100

set %hetero (count insects with [ hetero? ] / count insects ) * 100

set reproduction-rate (prob-reproduce * (1 - ((count insects) /

carrying-capacity)))

]

end

to update-display

ask turtles [

if resistant? [ set color red ]

if hetero? [ set color blue ]

if wild-type? [ set color green ]

]

end

• MATLAB This code was used for our MATLAB simulation.

tspan = 0:0.25:5000;

W0=0.99;

H0=0;

R0=0.01;

x0 = [W0; H0; R0];

K = 1;

alpha = 0.1;

mu = 1.014;

delta= 0.01;

parms=[K; alpha; mu; delta];

[~,X]=ode23(@(t,x) odefun(t,x,parms),tspan,x0);

hold on

figure(1);
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set(gcf,’color’,’white’)

plot(tspan,X)

leg=legend(’Wild-Type’,’Heterozygote’,’Resistant’);

set(gca,’fontsize’,16)

xlabel(’Time’)

ylabel(’Percent of Population’)

hold off

• MATLAB This ODE function used in the above program.

function xdot = odefun(t,x,q)

K = q(1);

alpha = q(2);

mu = q(3);

delta = q(4);

W=x(1);

H=x(2);

R=x(3);

alpha = alpha*(1-((W+H+R)/K));

Wdot = alpha*(W^2 + .25*H^2 + W*H) - mu*W - delta*W ;

Hdot = alpha*(2*W*R + .5*H^2 + W*H + H*R) - mu*H - delta*H;

Rdot = alpha*(R^2 + .25*H^2 + R*H) - mu*R;

xdot = [Wdot; Hdot;Rdot];

end
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